ABSTRACT The field of DNA computing is devoted to the creation of devices capable of processing information signals encoded on biological substrates. These signals are intended to propagate in cascades of biochemical reactions in which they naturally undergo a progressive reduction. Preventing signal reduction becomes crucial considering applications in biological environments where molecular cues are scarce. Although catalytic gates have been developed using the toehold-exchange mechanism for logic gate circuits, the matter remains unaddressed for logic reasoning devices. Inspired by the main work in biomolecular logic programming, we present a new encoding scheme for facts, rules, and queries to implement backward/forward chaining inference paths via catalytic DNA strand displacement cascades. In this context, we take advantage of fueling reactions to recover inputs, which preserve their availability to react with different implication gates. Our molecular design is thermodynamically analyzed by providing suitable sequences for the correct formation of structures. With regard to the kinetic performance, data from simulations suggest that the model operates efficiently even with identified crosstalk reactions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Biomolecular computing is concerned with the engineering of devices made from biomolecules showing some computational behavior. It was initially conceived with the idea of addressing computationally difficult problems [1] - [3] but, nowadays, research endeavors have moved towards the creation of simple computational devices that can be interconnected in a modular fashion for the assembly of more complex systems [4] - [7] . Since both input and output signals in biomolecular computing systems are composed of biological reagents, the field exhibits promising applications in biomedicine and biotechnology including in vitro diagnostics [8] - [11] and, ultimately, the in vivo integration of devices to deliver molecular payloads [12] , [13] . With these applications in mind, a key aspect in the design of molecular machines consists in maintaining the whole computing process autonomous [14] .
Toehold-mediated strand displacement is a reaction mechanism that proceeds autonomously. The usefulness of this mechanism as information processing method was first demonstrated by Yurke and coworkers [15] . In a typical
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Abdullah Iliyasu. strand displacement reaction, nucleic acid strands interact only by virtue of their sequences, initiated by the binding of short complementary segments (acting like toeholds) and without the need of any other reagents like enzymes. The overall computational paradigm is based on signal strands that react with complexes called gates to release output signals which, in turn, may undergo a downstream reaction with other gates in cascade. This simple mechanism has allowed the construction of logic gates [16] , [17] , neural networks [18] , [19] , lock mechanisms [20] , motors [21] , [22] , and logic inference [23] - [25] . Zhang & Seelig [26] and, more recently, Guo et al [27] reviewed the wide range of devices and applications that have been implemented using this versatile mechanism.
A peculiarity of strand displacement systems is that they can be designed to allow the recovering of input signals, once they have reacted with their corresponding gates. In other words, an input strand may behave like a catalyst, triggering the output signals on several gates without depletion. More importantly, this can be done by using the same displacement mechanism, just with the aid of disposable strands that will be exchanged for input molecules on a one-on-one basis. Such a characteristic has played a crucial role in approaches where amplification or signal restoration is needed to maintain the digital abstraction [17] - [19] as well as in applications where an accurate discrimination of low-abundant nucleic acids, such as microRNAs in serum, is desirable [28] , [29] .
The present work harnesses this unique feature for implementing, to the best of our knowledge, the first catalytic scheme of logic inference. Particularly, we are interested in addressing the paradigm of logic programming in which a knowledge base composed of a set of facts and production rules can be queried to verify its validity. As in the work of Ran et al [30] , we focus on the resolution of simple logic programs in both backward and forward reasoning modes, but using instead an enzyme-free strand displacement architecture. We use different tools to verify the thermodynamic and kinetic properties of our model. Simulation results demonstrate the kinetic behavior and performance of the proposed designs, which also include the analysis of crosstalk interactions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces basic concepts of DNA strand displacement and logic programming. Section III briefly reviews previous approaches in molecular inference. In Section IV we describe the molecular representation and operation of the proposed model. Section V validates the thermodynamic properties of the inference machine. Section VI presents some stochastic simulations to explore its performance at different test conditions. In Section VII, we analyze the noise derived from cross-talking interactions. We conclude this manuscript in Section VIII with a brief discussion about possible implications of our model.
II. BACKGROUND CONCEPTS A. DNA STRAND DISPLACEMENT
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is the primary substrate for encoding information in biomolecular computing. In its native form, DNA is composed of two polynucleotide chains that coil around each other, adopting the so-called double helix structure. Both sugar-phosphate backbones run in opposite directions, bound by complementary bases projected into the interior. The bonding patterns follow the Watson-Crick base pairing model, in which adenine (A) pairs only with thymine (T) by means of two hydrogen bonds, whereas guanine (G) binds only to cytosine (C) using three hydrogen bonds. The hybridization of single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) molecules has been widely studied and thermodynamically characterized, being the predictability of such behavior at the core of DNA computing. In this regard, DNA strands are usually segmented in labeled domains to represent information entities (variables or signals). DNA strand displacement systems, for example, make use of long domains as recognition variables and short domains as toeholds in a range of 15 to 25 and 4 to 7 nucleotides (nt), respectively. By convention, a domain D * denotes a domain complementary in sequence to domain D.
In a strand displacement (SD) reaction, an invading strand gradually removes an incumbent strand that is attached to a multi-stranded substrate, by binding itself to the complex. An example of toehold-exchange mechanism. The invading strand (catalyst) binds to the gate complex via the complementary toehold t 1 . Both invading and incumbent strands undergo a competition similar to the ''tug-of-war'' game for forming base pairs with the substrate strand. The invading strand takes all base pairs from branch migration domain, releasing the first output strand. The weak hybridization between the waste and toehold t 2 ensures the fast release of the former. The fuel molecule binds to the exposed toehold of the gate complex (t 2 ), triggering a branch migration process that finishes with the liberation of the catalyst strand. The catalytic cycle continues until depletion of fuel molecules in the reaction.
The process starts with the colocalization (i.e., collision) of both molecules and subsequent binding of complementary toehold domains. Then, through a random walk process called branch migration (BM), the hybridization point goes back and forth, forming/freeing a base pair at each step. The displacement of the incumbent strand is driven forward due to the energy gain obtained by the nucleation events and the resulting kinetics can be controlled over a factor of 10 6 by just varying the length and composition of the short domain [31] . As a rule, the longer the toehold, the greater the kinetic speedup, limited to saturation conditions given by toeholds longer than 7 nt. In a variant of SD reaction, known as toehold exchange (Fig. 1) , the branch migration site is extended a few nucleotides at the end of the DNA complex (the one opposite to the overhanging region). Consequently, the incumbent strand can not be released immediately after strand exchange. This happens when the lengthened region dissociates, revealing a new toehold which renders the SD reaction reversible. The cycle is completed with a fuel strand that recognizes the activated toehold, acting as the new invading strand. Interestingly, the kinetics of DNA toehold exchange has been also characterized and modeled as a three-step process [31] . And this knowledge has been successfully applied to engineer catalytic reaction networks in which input molecules are not consumed, being able to participate in multiple reactions.
B. LOGIC INFERENCE AND LOGIC PROGRAMMING
Logic deals with the task of classifying arguments as either valid or invalid. An argument is a reasoning comprised of a VOLUME 7, 2019 collection of premises and only one conclusion. An argument is said to be valid if the conclusion is logically derived from the premises. For instance, the following syllogism is a valid argument: ''All humans are mortal. Socrates is human. Therefore, Socrates is mortal''. The derivation process is known as logic inference. In the simplest zeroth-order (or propositional) logic, premises are formed with a set of propositions (true or false statements) denoted by literals that can be joined together in compound propositions. This is done by using operators called logical connectives, among which the most notorious are negation (¬), conjunction (∧), disjunction (∨), conditional (→), and biconditional (↔).
A natural extension of propositional logic is first-order logic, which can provide a much greater expressive power. In first-order logic, premises are expressions made up of logical and non-logical symbols. The former not only include logical connectives but also quantifiers (universal and existential). Examples of non-logical symbols are constants, variables, functions, and predicates. These last-named symbols are used to represent properties or relations among objects. For instance, the unary predicate 1 Philosopher(Socrates) states that the object ''Socrates'' belongs to the class Philosopher and the binary predicate Master(Socrates, Plato) establishes a relation ''Master-student'' between the objects ''Socrates'' and ''Plato''. If we think of a knowledge base (KB) as a means to store information about objects, then it is intuitive to ask specific queries over the domain of discourse. With a query like Greek(Plato)?, for example, we may find out if Plato belongs to the class Greek. In addition, some other queries might introduce variable objects for the purpose of asking general questions. For instance, the queries Greek(X)? and Brothers(X, Y)? may stand for the questions ''who is Greek?'' and ''who are Brothers?'', respectively.
Depending on the structure of the knowledge base, the derivation process can be performed using different strategies. Logic programming is a type of logic paradigm in which the KB is represented with a collection of facts and rules. In terms of propositional logic, facts correspond to simple propositions or Boolean variables and rules to implications of the form p 1 ∧ p 2 ∧ · · · ∧ p n → q. The left side of a rule (called body) is given by premise propositions p 1 · · · p n which are read in a conjunctive manner, leading to a conclusion proposition q (also known as the head of the rule).
The declarative semantics of logic programs allows the inference of new knowledge through queries, and thus can be used to verify their correctness. There are three essential operations for this: 
III. PREVIOUS WORK ON BIOMOLECULAR LOGIC INFERENCE
Early approaches of logic inference consisted in nonautonomous wet-lab protocols as well as theoretical proposals. The first of them introduced an abstract model for codifying basic structures and the backtracking operation of PROLOG language [32] . An experimental model was implemented based on the hybridization of short oligonucleotides (representing facts and hypotheses) with long DNA strands (representing rules) to form complete double-stranded DNA molecules if the conclusion of some rule is recognized as true in [33] . In a similar approach, a backward chaining inference engine was implemented by assembling circular dsDNA molecules derived from plasmids to draw logical deductions [34] , [35] . Horn clause computation was also explored as a theoretical framework for DNA computing in [36] . The basis for this work was the whiplash PCR technique [37] , a biochemical method for the implementation of DNA state machines which was used to derive logical consequences from simple Horn programs. An improvement of Horn clause computation with DNA molecules was later reported in [38] , where derivations are realized by self-assembly of branched molecules and string tiles, requiring only a constant number of laboratory operations. A proof of concept for theorem proving was first demonstrated by Lee et al [39] , who used linear and hairpin molecules to encode logical formulas. The resolution refutation step consisted of a sequence of laboratory operations, namely DNA hybridization, ligation of hybrid molecules, PCR amplification, and gel electrophoresis. More recently, an automated approach for theorem proving was reported using a microfluidic platform [40] . Resolution refutation was implemented with the help of pneumatic valves, which controlled the flow of information through channels and chambers. In the computation chamber, all DNA sequences encoding variables were mixed with ligation enzymes. Toehold-mediated DNA strand displacement and enzyme digestion were performed in another chamber to detect the computational results. Autonomous biomolecular inference was first theoretically addressed by Yan et al [41] with a model that considered sticky-ends hybridization and restriction enzyme cleavage reactions to realize forward inference. A Class IIB restriction enzyme (called PpiI) constituted the core of the inference engine. All input facts and rules in the knowledge base were encoded as double-stranded DNA molecules with sticky ends. By design, fact molecules contained the left moiety of PpiI recognition site, whereas rule molecules included only its right moiety. As a consequence, when a fact binds to a rule molecule, the resulting DNA complex is recognized and digested by PpiI enzyme. The reaction product (a newly produced input fact) may then hybridize downstream to another matching rule molecule.
To date, the only autonomous wet-lab implementation has been developed by Ran et al [30] who provided a model for solving logic programs based on a 2-state 2-symbol finite automaton [42] . The logic system consisted of propositions, implications, and queries encoded by short DNA molecules. Specifically, a proposition p is encoded by a dsDNA molecule with a sticky end representing p, and a fluorophore-quencher pair at the opposite end of the duplex. A query p?, in contrast, is represented by a partially dsDNA molecule with a sticky end complementary to p and the FokI recognition site on the duplex region of the molecule. When both complementary sequences hybridize, the endonuclease cleaves the proposition molecule q, allowing the emission of fluorescence as a positive response to the query. Moreover, an implication p → q is represented by a hairpin DNA molecule with a sticky end containing the proposition p, a region complementary to q, and a segment that together with an auxiliary complementary strand forms a recognition site for FokI. The deduction process is carried out when the sticky end of the query molecule p? hybridizes with that of the implication molecule p → q, allowing the cleavage of the implication molecule.
This event releases a DNA strand that will hybridize with the auxiliary strand to assemble the new query molecule q?. Later, Rogowski and Sosik [43] devised a propositional codification scheme using the concept of splicing, a biomolecular paradigm which concatenates complementary DNA duplexes after cutting them by specific restriction enzymes.
Logic inference using DSD reactions was first explored by Rodríguez-Patón et al [23] with an approach that implements the modus ponens/tollens inference operations. Two main differences arose from this model: (1) no need for enzymes, and (2) ''false'' logical values were encoded by Watson-Crick complementary sequences of the corresponding propositions with ''true'' truth values. In particular, the dual encoding feature plays an important role in the system, allowing the cancellation of errors, bidirectional inference, and negated propositions as valid outputs. An improved version of this model was later presented in [24] with the aim of designing smart DNA devices capable of performing genetic diagnosis in vitro. The same research group presented a DNA computing model based on strand displacement of four-way junctions that performs logical deductions with Boolean formulas in conjunctive normal form. As a proof of concept, a theoretical solution for the SAT problem was proposed [25] .
None of the above models implements a catalytic operation, which means that the input molecules (i.e., facts or queries) are progressively consumed in cascaded reactions. The matter acquires relevance in low concentration regimes and in KBs containing branched inference paths (see Fig. 2 ). In such conditions, the expected concentration of the final response depends on a priori knowledge of the existing inference paths which would not be the case in real applications. In other words, to guarantee acceptable concentrations of the system response, one should adjust the input concentration according to present inference paths. With this consideration in mind, we propose a catalytic model based on the DSD mechanism that incorporates fueling reactions.
IV. A DNA STRAND DISPLACEMENT SCHEME FOR LOGIC PROGRAMMING A. MOLECULAR ENCODING
Our model implements the molecular resolution of unary-predicate logic programs based on DNA strand displacement reactions. For this, we adopt the same convention used in the work of Ran et al [30] , in which each instantiated predicate is represented in terms of propositions. To illustrate this idea, consider the logic program shown in Fig. 3A . The instantiated fact Man(Plato), for example, can be expressed with the implication X=Plato→Man(X), which is itself composed of propositions X=Plato and Man(X). In addition, the instantiated query Mortal(Plato)? can be represented with the propositional query Mortal(X)? and the propositional fact X=Plato. Non-instantiated (general) rules like Man(X)→Mortal(X) maintain the typical antecedent-consequent structure where the antecedent Man(X) and consequent Mortal(X) correspond to propositions. With this translation scheme, a logic program comprising a finite set of rules and facts can be mapped to a set of propositions P = {p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , · · · , p n }, where for each of them a unique representative domain sequence is assigned. Our encoding scheme also includes three fixed sequences: two toehold domains {t 1 , t 2 } and one long generic domain labeled ''GRC'' that does not code for any variable in the system. This latter domain is always flanked by two representative domains X to integrate a branch migration segment of the form [X −GRC−X ]. The rationale behind this restriction is to provide a universal representation that may guarantee independence between input and output queries in rules associating them. Fig. 3 depicts the molecular configuration of all basic components in our model: query, fact, implication, and fuel molecules. For this purpose, consider again the program given in Fig. 3A and its corresponding propositions in abbreviated form (Fig. 3B ). As explained above, this program is constituted by four molecules, that is to say, a query Q p , a propositional fact P q , an implication I q→r , and an implication I r→p . Besides, to make the system catalytic, a fuel molecule is also needed, one for each implication involved in the system (represented by F p and F r in our example).
Molecular components differ in interpretation depending on the inference engine employed. In backward chaining mode (Fig. 3C) , a ssDNA molecule containing a branch migration segment [p−GRC−p] and a toehold t 1 on the 3' end represents Q p . The propositional fact P q is represented by a detector molecule, namely a dsDNA fragment composed of a branch migration segment [q−GRC−q] and an exposed toehold t 1 . In wet-lab experiments, such a detector might be added with a fluorophore and a quencher on the blunt end for FRET detection purposes. Implications like I q→r and I r→p are quadruple-stranded complexes with three upper strands bound to a substrate. For instance, I r→p includes a left-cover strand for segment [t 2 − p], an output strand representing the antecedent of the implication which is bound to GRC domain, and a right-cover strand for domain p. Both leftand right-cover strands are considered waste species once displaced from the substrate. Note that the branch migration region [p−GRC−p] of the substrate strand is complementary to that of the input query Q p (the consequent of the implication). Finally, a fuel F p is always associated with those implications that contain p as consequent and therefore, such molecules share the same branch migration segment as well as toehold t 2 on the 5' end.
The building blocks for forward-chaining reasoning can be interpreted straightforwardly. First, the molecular representation of a query in forward chaining takes the form of a proposition in backward chaining, and vice versa. Second, implications have representative domains interchanged with respect to those in backward-chaining mode, i.e., the antecedent is encoded on the branch migration segment and the consequent is located on the output strand. Fuel molecules maintain the same configuration. Fig. 3D depicts the molecular configuration in forward chaining for the building blocks of the considered logic program. Fig. 4 shows the cascade of reactions necessary to verify a naive logic program using the backward-chaining reasoning mode. For brevity, suppose that r and q denote the propositions ''X=Socrates'' and ''Man(X)'', respectively. Such a program can be encoded with the implication I r→q , query Q q , and detector P r . A fuel molecule for I r→q is also included in the system (F q ). By putting a concentration of these molecules in solution, an RQ reaction is first triggered by means of molecules Q q and I r→q (blue dashed rectangle). The reaction starts with the colocalization and binding of complementary toeholds t 1 that promote branch migration. In the process, the input query Q q irreversibly displaces the right-cover strand and output query Q p from I r→q . The reaction ends with the displacement of the left-cover strand, producing a reactive complex C q through the newly exposed toehold t 2 . At this point, a fueling reaction can effectively proceed between C q and molecule F q (red dashed rectangle). Facilitated by complementary toeholds t 2 , branch migration to the opposite end of the complex results in full strand exchange and release of the previously sequestered query. The freed input query is then available to participate in another RQ operation with an unused implication molecule. Meanwhile, the output query Q p , which was originally released from I r→q , reacts with the detector molecule P r to induce a QA operation (green dashed rectangle). After strand exchange, the quenching is stopped and the resulting fluorescence indicates a positive inference. Notice that the reaction pathway for forward chaining is analogous, and hence will not be elaborated here. 
B. BASIC REACTIONS
. This program is translated into molecular components Q q , I r →q , P r , and F q , where p and q represent propositions Man(X) and X=Socrates, respectively. Bimolecular steps of elementary reactions are enclosed in dashed frames (blue, green, and red for RQ, QA, and fueling reactions, respectively).
C. CONJUNCTION-PREMISE RULES
Rules with a conjunction of propositions in the premise can be readily introduced in our forward-chaining implementation, augmenting the computational power of the model. A conjunction-premise rule p ∧ q → r, denoted by I p∧q→r , can be seen as an implication molecule I q→r with an extended dsDNA segment [p−GRC−p] and an open toehold t 1 (Fig. 5) . In presence of fact P p , a toehold-exchange reaction releases the cover strand [t 1 − p−GRC−p], activating the internal toehold t 1 in the process. From this point onward, the release of fact P r and recovery of P q proceed just as in the case of a single-premise implication molecule. Notice that, although the recovery of proposition P p can not be realized by action of a fuel molecule, it is possible to add an extra concentration of the cover strand [t 1 − p−GRC−p] (fuel F p ) to fulfill this purpose.
D. LOGIC PROGRAM EXAMPLES
We move on now to apply our model to specific logic programs. In the context of previous approaches, we selected two instances from [30] , one for proving the backtracking mechanism (Example E1: existential queries) and the other for testing the forward-chaining procedure with conjunction-premise rules (Example E2: bottom-up inference). Both examples are the most complex in their instance test set, in terms of the number of cascaded reactions.
1) EXAMPLE E1: EXISTENTIAL QUERIES
Asking existential queries consists in determining if there are some objects in the KB which satisfy a specific criterion. In particular, with this example, we wish to determine if there exists a person X in the domain {Socrates, Alexander, Hercules} who possesses a suited personal attribute (wise or FIGURE 5. Reaction schematics for rules with conjunction of propositions as premise. The implication I p∧q→r motif has an extended segment for the first proposition p to perform a toehold-exchange reaction with the extended cover [t 1 − p−GRC−p] strand as depicted. After this, an RF reaction proceeds just like in the single-premise implication I q→r (indicated by the dashed line frame), releasing the output proposition P r and the second proposition P q (after a fueling reaction). The resulting complex can then react with the extended cover (F p ) to finally recover the first proposition P p . strong) for attending either the academy or the army. In this sense, let us assume that Socrates is wise, Alexander is both wise and strong, and Hercules is strong. Fig. 6 shows the corresponding molecular representation and the simplified cascade of reactions that solves the existential query ''Is there somebody apt for the academy?'' in backward-chaining mode. To answer such a query, some assumption molecules about the domain objects need to be added (i.e., X=Socrates, X=Alexander, and X=Hercules). These molecules should be tagged properly to emit a different fluorescent color for each object of the domain.
For notational convenience, let us denote the set of propositions {ToArmy(X), Strong(X), ToAcademy(X), Wise(X), X=Socrates, X=Alexander, X=Hercules} with symbols {p, q, r, s, t, u, v}, respectively. In this manner the input molecules correspond to {I q→p , I s→r , I t→s , I u→s , I u→q , I v→q , P t , P u , P v } and the initial query is Q r . By putting a concentration of these molecules in solution, the backtracking process starts with an RQ reaction between molecules Q r and I s→r . The resulting product, Q s , can participate in two RQ reactions simultaneously, one with implication I t→s and the other with I u→s . Since both target implications contain the same recognition domain, the concentration of Q s is split between them. The successive queries Q t and Q u are terminal so that they can be answered via QA reactions with their respective assumption propositions to produce fluo- rescence as output, one color for ''Socrates'' and other for ''Alexander''.
2) EXAMPLE E2: BOTTOM-UP INFERENCE
The next instance aims to analyze the performance of a forward-chaining mechanism involving conjunction-premise implications as shown in Fig. 7 
. The program consists of a general rule that establishes two conditions for a person to be happy (being in love and having money). This implication can be stated as InLove(X)∧ HasMoney(X)→Happy(X).
For a positive inference, let us assume that the required conditions are met for an individual named ''Maslow''. In the system, this can be done by including molecular facts InLove(Maslow) and HasMoney(Maslow). The initial query Happy(Maslow)? can be encoded by a proposition X=Maslow and a detector query Happy(X)? Again, let us abbreviate the set of propositions {X=Maslow, InLove(X), HasMoney(X), Happy(X)} with corresponding symbols {w, x, y, z}. Thus, the logic program is composed of molecules {I x∧y→z , I w→x , I w→y , Q z } and initial proposition P w .
Suppose now that such molecules are in solution under proper experimental conditions. The forward-chaining inference process is activated by P w , which effectuates two RF reactions in parallel with implications I w→x and I w→y . The outputted propositions P x and P y are enforced, in that order, over the conjunction-premise rule. From here, the terminal proposition P z is released, which finally reacts with detector query Q z to produce the output signal ''YES''.
V. THERMODYNAMIC DESIGN OF STRUCTURES
In the first phase of the study, we searched for suitable DNA sequences that may guarantee the formation of thermodynamically stable structures, with particular emphasis on implication molecules. In our model, such molecules possess a rather complex structure as they are formed of at least four strands that need to hybridize as intended, otherwise the system might not work properly. Achieving this goal, however, can be somewhat complicated because the use of segments [X −GRC−X ] carries a concomitant risk of crosshybridization. Moreover, the longer the strands, the greater the possibilities of hairpin formation, which in principle should be minimized for a correct assembly.
To this end, we developed a simple procedure to demonstrate the thermodynamic viability of our scheme by finding suitable domain sequences. The search procedure was based on the Nupack tools [44] bundled in the Multistrand [45] software. Nupack functions include: (1) the minimum free energy (MFE) structure and its associated energy G • (MFE); (2) the energy G • (str) of a target structure str; (3) the defect(str), defined as the number of incorrectly paired bases with respect to a target structure str; and (4) the equilibrium probability for a target structure str [46] .
Based on these functions, we implemented an in-house script using Multistrand. Algorithm 1 outlines an iterative sample-and-test procedure that receives as input a list of implications and outputs the representative domains involved. The parameters are the Maximum of Samples to iterate over (MS), the Minimum Hamming Distance between sequences in a sample (MHD), the Maximum (length of) Common Subsequence allowed (MCS), and the range of C-content (CC). Note that the sequence for the GRC domain is not computed. Instead, we used a constant sequence expressly designed by hand. Such a sequence contains a higher C-content (60%) that is spread over in ''CCC'' triplets. The reason behind this was to ensure a strong binding between output strands and their substrates.
The main loop (lines 1-8) of Algorithm 1 processes a list R of implications belonging to a logic program. The inner loop (lines 3-7) iterates over samples S j which comprise candidate sequences for the current rule R i . Line 4 calls a function to randomly compute S j according to restrictions posed by Qian and Winfree in [17] . These restrictions include: using parameters MHD, MCS, and CC; excluding the letter G from alphabet; and limiting letter repetition (up to four A's, four T's, and three C's). Afterward, line 5 calls a Nupack function to evaluate the current sample. If the returned value represents Compute function f (S j ) 6: if f (S j ) is better than f (bestSample) then 7: bestSample ← S j 8:
an improvement over the best sample found so far, it is updated (lines 6-7). Lastly, the best sample found within the MS iterations is saved in the definite list D.
After preliminary tests (results not shown), the selected parameter setting was the following. For sequence generation, MHD = 75% and MCS = 4nt. The CC value was randomly chosen in the interval [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] (%) for each generated sequence and the number of samples MS was set to 10000. Additionally, we verified the influence of different domain lengths by assaying three pair combinations, namely (20, 20) , (20, 14) , and (25, 15) , where each pair represents the length of GRC and representative domains, respectively. We also considered three Nupack functions as evaluation criteria: (1) minimizing G • (MFE) − G • (str); (2) maximizing the equilibrium probability; and (3) minimizing the ensemble defect(str), where str corresponds to a perfectly assembled implication molecule. The buffer conditions for these calculations were set to 37 • C, 1.0 M Na + , and 11.5 mM Mg 2+ .
The nine configurations were introduced in Algorithm 1, each producing a set of sequences. As for the test cases, we used the programs given in examples E1 and E2 (Section IV-D). Hence, the resulting sets contained seven sequences for E1 and four sequences for E2. These sets were the result of the analysis at complex level. To further verify their correct hybridization in a test-tube environment, achieving a minimum of free strands or other undesired molecules, the sets were separately evaluated with the Nupack test-tube analysis functions [44] . The final goal was to obtain the best set of sequences, that is to say, the one whose equilibrium concentrations consist of only one target molecule. This analysis was performed with the same salt concentrations but at a test-tube temperature T = 25 • C. 2 Out of all configurations, the only one which produced correct assemblies was the equilibrium probability in combination with the (20, 20) pair. The rest of them produced either undesired molecules or malformed implications (for brevity, negative assays are here disregarded). Tables 1 and 2 show the obtained sequences for Examples E1 and E2, respectively. The secondary structure of each implication, along with its equilibrium probability, is shown in Supplementary  Figures S2 to S10 .
VI. KINETIC SIMULATION OF LOGIC PROGRAMS
To evaluate the functionality of our design, we carried out kinetic simulations using Visual DSD [47] , a widely accepted tool for approximating the behavior of DSD systems [12] , [17] , [18] , [48] , [49] . As test instances, we continue focusing on examples E1 and E2. Besides, we included here a special instance devised to highlight the catalytic performance under critical conditions. All programs were compiled using the Detailed semantics with unproductive reactions and simulated with the stochastic engine. We compared two variants of each program, catalytic (Cat) and non-catalytic (Non-Cat), which differ from each other only by the inclusion of fuel molecules in the former. Initial concentrations were set to a base concentration 1× of 20 nM for rules, facts, and queries. Fuel molecules were added at a concentration of 2× for each corresponding implication. In our simulations, each nM of concentration equates to 1000 molecules (parameter scale factor), and thus, the terms concentrations and populations will be used interchangeably. For all cases, we present averaged results from 30 independent simulations using 1000 data points.
Rate constant values were set based on the results from Zhang and Winfree [31] as follows. A binding constant k f = 3.5×10 −3 nM −1 s −1 for both toeholds t 1 and t 2 . The unbinding constant for each toehold was calculated by averaging the binding energies produced by 10000 random samples of sequences (setting the NUPACK energy function at 25 • C, 1.0 M Na + , and 11.5 mM Mg 2+ ). By substituting such binding energies in (1) [31] 
we arrived to values k r(t 1 ) = 1.92 and k r(t 2 ) = 1.35 s −1 . Finally, a branch migration elementary step constant of 400 s −1 was used.
A. REPRESENTATIVE INSTANCES
In total, for the Cat version of Example E1, the generated model comprises 128 reactions and 90 species. For the Non-Cat counterpart, the model contains 92 reactions and 68 species. Fig. 8 displays simulation results for both versions. Panel A delineates the kinetic evolution of queries. In the beginning, the initial query ToAcademy(X)? diminishes drastically in both program versions (red plots). For the Non-Cat program, such a reduction is exponential, achieving substantial depletion after 2000 s. By contrast, in the case of Cat version, the concentration for the same molecule rises to nearly ∼11000 molecules at the end of the simulation. This sharp change in trend can be explained by the effect of fueling reaction, which fosters the recovery of input queries. The concentration of first-cascaded queries (yellow plots) also presents extremely different comportment, remaining practically constant at ∼9900 molecules in Cat case and being almost depleted in the other, after ∼1000 s of simulation. The concentration of terminal queries (magenta and green overlapped plots) develops similarly in both cases, but at a higher scale in the fueled context. The final throughput is depicted in Panel B. Only positive inference signals are shown since the negative signal (that of ''Hercules'') remained constant at zero in our simulations. Signals for the fueled and non-fueled versions of the program presents a significant difference in their kinetic performance, achieving an efficiency of 83% (∼16800 out of 20000 molecules) in the former. In comparison, the non-fueled program yielded a limited efficiency of 46% (∼9200 out of 20000 molecules), which give us an idea of the convenience of a catalytic scheme in the backward-chaining mechanism.
In the case of Example E2, the Cat model contains 115 reactions with 76 species, whereas the Non-Cat program includes 71 reactions and 52 species. Fig. 9 depicts the kinetic behavior of this example. In particular, Panel A shows the evolution of all participating propositions. Note that the initial proposition X=Maslow (red plots) is shared with two target implications. Because of this, its concentration is rapidly depleted (∼280 s) in the Non-Cat case, whereas in the other, it is boosted by fuel molecules until reaching a steady state at ∼11700 molecules. In both cases, intermediate propositions InLove(X) (yellow plots) and HasMoney(X) (magenta plots) are released at the same rate, although their kinetic curves differ because the former is consumed earlier by the conjunction-premise rule. It can be noticed that the concentration of such molecules is much higher in the Cat case than that of the Non-Cat system. Furthermore, the concentration of terminal propositions (green plots) decreases gradually after reaching a peak in both cases, which makes sense since no fuel molecules are involved at this stage. The overall effect of fueling reactions is reflected on a significant improvement in efficiency over the baseline (Panel B).
B. EXAMPLE E3: A CRITICAL INSTANCE
To further test the performance of Cat systems, we included a critical scenario where the positive inference path is affected by several negative paths. Let us assume a propositional logic program like the one depicted in Fig. 10A . In this program, the concentration of initial query p? is divided into roughly equal amounts and shared among three matching implications. The same situation occurs for the intermediate queries q? and r?. As a consequence, at the end of the positive inference path, just a fraction of the final query s? will be released and answered with its respective proposition s.
The Cat and Non-Cat models of this program contain, respectively, 327 reactions with 197 species and 243 reactions with 152 species. Fig. 10B shows the kinetics for queries involved in the positive inference path. As can be seen, in the Cat version, the concentration of initial query p? (red plots) drops down reaching an inflection point at ∼78 s, then it rises oscillating around 9200 molecules. Intermediate queries q? and r? increase at similar rates, also arriving at a flat state near 9200 molecules. The terminal query s?, which is directly consumed by the detector molecule, starts to decline after reaching a peak concentration of ∼8100 molecules.
By contrast, without the action of fuel molecules, queries maintain their activity at low concentrations. The enclosed region in Fig. 10B exhibits the drastic disparity against Cat plots. Panel C enlarges this portion where it can be distinguished how all Non-Cat plots are under 500 molecules after ∼75 s of simulation. Moreover, after ∼200 s, queries p?, q?, and r? are depleted, and the final query s? remains with less than 400 molecules (2 % of the maximum concentration possible). Fig. 10D depicts the kinetic behavior of output signals for both simulations. The wide gap between them, implies a superior throughput of the catalytic version, reaching up to 80% of efficiency (16000 out of 20000 molecules). Observe that this throughput could be further improved by extending the simulation time, as the curve maintains an ascending slope at the end. On the contrary, the non-catalytic performance yielded a poorer 4% (735 out of 20000 molecules). This result concurs with the expected amount, as only a fraction of query molecules (1/3) is effectively applied to the positive inference path on each of the three cascades. In this way, the final output is attenuated by an approximate factor of 1/27 regarding the concentration of the initial query.
VII. CROSSTALK ANALYSIS
In view of our codification scheme, there are two inherent crosstalk interactions that could potentially influence the performance of the system. In this section, we estimate their propensity, analyzing them in the context of backward chaining. 3 
A. DESCRIPTION OF REACTIONS 1) IMPLICATION-IMPLICATION (IMP-IMP)
This reaction may occur between an invading implication I p→α and a receptor implication I β→p , where α and β could be any propositions (Fig. 11) . In panel B, the overhanging segment of the invading implication binds to the receptor 3 The analysis for forward-chaining reasoning is straightforward. implication. A three-way branch migration then proceeds, displacing the cover strand on the receptor (Panel C). The reaction continues with a four-way branch migration step over the GRC domain. After this, the output queries are interchanged producing two byproduct molecules: an implication I β→α and a complex T p (Panel D).
Interestingly, this side reaction induces a well-known inference operation called hypothetical syllogism, where the formed molecule I β→α is a logic consequence of the KB. On the other hand, note that complex C p is the same that results from an RQ reaction between Q p and any implication of the form I β→p (for example, complex C q in Fig. 4) . In a catalytic scheme, the former molecule reacts with a fuel F p , releasing Q p . The problem lies in the fact that, if Q p is not released elsewhere in the program, it might reduce the final throughput or even provoke false positives.
2) IMPLICATION-PROPOSITION (IMP-PROP)
This type of reaction takes place between an invading implication I p→α and a receptor proposition P p (Fig. 12) . It proceeds similarly to the implication-implication crosstalk in the binding step (Panel B). In this case, however, the 3-and 4-way branch migration steps are reversible (Panels C and D), meaning that the overall reaction could return to the initial state at any stage. Afterward, the incumbent strand of the detector is interchanged with the output query Q p . From this reaction, an inert DNA molecule and a fluorescence-emitting complex are produced (Panel E). Yet the problem is that, if Q p is not logically derived elsewhere in the program, the fluorescent response will correspond to a false positive.
B. PROPENSITY ESTIMATION
A remarkable feature of these undesired reactions is that they involve a 4-way branch migration step. Here, we aimed to obtain a measure of their propensity. To this end, we performed nucleotide level trajectories with Multistrand [45] . Given a set of sequences, a trajectory consists of a series of base pairing/unpairing steps that traverses a kinetic pathway. The final states of the pathway may be defined either as successful or unsuccessful. Then, after executing n trajectories, one can obtain the number of successful (n succ ) and failed (n fail ) trajectories, as well as their average time (E( t succ ) and E( t fail ), respectively). Such parameters are helpful to get a notion of each reaction's propensity. 4 Simulations were carried out considering two scenarios: (i) one-step chain reactions and (ii) step-by-step domain-level approach. For comparison purposes, experiments included not only undesired reactions, but also valid ones (QA and RQ). Further configuration details of these simulations are provided in the Supplementary Section 4. Table 3 presents the values obtained from trajectories in one-step mode. QA trajectories finalized in successful state with a notable higher probability than the rest of reactions. More importantly, none of Imp-Prop trajectories reached a successful termination, meaning that reactant molecules fell apart at some point after binding. When comparing RQ against Imp-Imp, it can be seen that both obtained similar completion probabilities, however, the expected time for the latter was four orders of magnitude longer. By observing Table 4 , one can notice that a sort of kinetic barrier lies in the 4-way BM step, which is characteristic only of cross-talking reactions. Therefore, we could infer a much faster response of valid reactions. 
C. KINETIC SIMULATION WITH CROSSTALK INTERACTIONS
Finally, we aimed to estimate the effect of these undesired interactions in the context of logic programming. For this, we considered of particular interest the program E1 as it presents several crosstalk reactions. In terms of the abbreviated propositions listed in Table 1 , Imp-Imp interactions are: I q→p + I u→q , I q→p + I v→q , I s→r + I t→s , and I s→r + I u→s ; whereas Imp-Prop reactions are given by: I t→s + P t , I u→s + P u , I u→q + P u , and I v→q + P v . All these reactions were included in the kinetic model described in Section VI.
We performed stochastic simulations (Gibson-Bruck algorithm) in a mass-action kinetic software [50] . The kinetic parameters employed were the same as described previously for the original model. Concerning the 4-way BM rate constant, we took a value of 2.7 s as mean time for an elementary step, as suggested elsewhere [51] , [52] . The averaged results of 20 independent simulations are presented in Figures 13, 14 , and 15 using three base concentrations x = {5, 10, 20} nM, respectively. Base concentrations are the upper bound for those of output signals in each case. Initial concentrations were set to 1× for all facts and initial query (i.e., I t→s , I u→s , I u→q , I v→q , and Q p ); and 2× for general rules (I q→p and I s→r ). We varied the concentrations of fuel molecules (F p , F q , F r , and F s ) on the interval [0.0 − 2.0x] nM with steps of 0.4× nM, and then at 4.0× nM.
In all scenarios, it is visible the tradeoff with increasing fuel concentration: the more the fuel molecules the better the response of positive inference signals (X=Alexander and X=Hercules) but at the same time, the negative inference signal (X=Socrates) also rises. This is due to the effect of fuels on byproducts generated by Imp-Imp interference explained above. This response to fuel concentration is drastic from zero to 0.4× nM, causing a leap in the false-positive signal of roughly 7.0, 4.8, and 4.6 % at the different base concentrations, respectively. The impact is gradually attenuated for successive fuel concentrations. For instance, the leap from 0.4× to 0.8× is higher than that of doubling the concentration from 2.0× to 4.0× in every case. Note that the negative inference signal is not significantly influenced by Imp-Prop interference alone (plots at concentration 0.0× in all figures). This is due to the low propensity of the reaction. On the other hand, according to mass-action laws, an increase of base concentration would produce an overall better throughput within the fixed reaction time. This effect means that at low concentration regimes, the reaction time needs to be extended, for the output to achieve acceptable yields (Supplementary Figures S32 and S33 ).
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
The present work introduces a novel system for the molecular resolution of simple logic programs based on DNA strand displacement. Our system encodes rules and facts on DNA to perform backward and forward inference paths for answering an initial query. The encoding allows inputs to act as catalysts over implication gates without being depleted. This feature, which is the main contribution here, could increase the sensitivity in applications susceptible to low concentration regimes [28] , [29] .
We developed a simple procedure to find adequate sequences for molecules in our model, suggesting its thermodynamic feasibility. The kinetic correctness and performance was first assayed with stochastic simulations using the Visual DSD tool. Then, the impact of two inherent crosstalk reactions involving a 4-way BM step was assessed. To this end, we estimated their propensity by simulating kinetic trajectories at nucleotide level. Data from these experiments indicated that the 4-way BM step introduces a kinetic barrier, leading to a low propensity of Imp-Prop crosstalks. Such a barrier also rendered Imp-Imp interferences slower than 3-way BM reactions by four orders of magnitude. Interestingly, this result is in agreement with previous studies of 4-way BM kinetics [51] , [52] . Moreover, the influence of interference reactions could be even reduced by increasing the magnesium concentration [52] .
The overall kinetic simulations, which included crosstalk reactions, indicated a tradeoff in fuel usage: more fuel concentration improves the response of positive inference signals, but at the same time raises the output of negative ones, separating the latter from the ideal zero. Our data also showed that the effect of crosstalk reactions lowered at higher base concentrations. More importantly, the yield gap between positive and negative inferences was wide enough to allow a clear distinguishability in all simulation scenarios.
We argue that our inference scheme has equivalent expressive power as well as comparable performance and precision to those of previous works [24] , [30] . Furthermore, it could potentially encode larger KBs, due to our longer representative domains. However, wet-lab verification has yet to be provided in order to obtain a fair comparison with [30] . Also, it is important to remark that the computational power of first-order logic is limited here to unary predicates encoded by propositional elements. Although this limitation naturally constricts the domains of discourse, we believe that the inference scheme may still be applied to a variety of logic reasoning applications. In the future, such applications may include the construction of molecular deductive databases gathering biological knowledge and serving as expert systems. In this way, queries would be asked to the system, obtaining a response based on molecular cues present in biological samples. In this context, a desirable feature is the reusability of gates [53] , subject that we will address in forthcoming projects.
